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Abstract—A hybrid software defined networks (SDN) network1

contains both traditional and SDN network, which combines the2

robustness of traditional protocols with the flexibility of SDN3

while avoiding their limitations and incompatibility. However, a4

hybrid SDN network comes with its own set of challenges, includ-5

ing error-prone deployment processes, risks of inconsistency, and6

complex incremental deployment strategies. In this paper, we7

present a survey of the deployment solutions and optimization8

strategies for hybrid SDN networks. We systematically review9

solutions to control plane and data plane deployments, and10

describe typical use cases of hybrid SDN networks. We discuss11

and compare various optimization strategies from perspectives12

of traffic engineering, resource saving, network control capac-13

ity, and network security. This paper aims to provide insights to14

researchers into the future development of hybrid SDN networks15

and inspire more efforts in this area.16

Index Terms—Hybrid SDN, control plane deployment, data17

plane deployment, optimization strategy, traffic engineering.18

I. INTRODUCTION19

THE DISTRIBUTED nature of traditional networks has20

multiple advantages such as scalability, reasonable con-21

vergence, resiliency and stability. Traditional equipment, how-22

ever, has problems such as being vendor specific, offering a23

fixed set of features, requiring per-box management, cumber-24

some planning and deployment phases, and high chances of25

human error. As a result, it is difficult to implement innova-26

tive concepts such as network virtualization and on-demand27

provisioning of Network as a Service (NaaS) in traditional28

networks. Moreover, a fine-grained level of control is not29

offered in traditional networks [1].30

Software defined networks (SDN) is an emerging network31

architecture which separates the control plane and the data32

plane [2]. Because of the centralized network control with33

global view, SDN provides flexible and reliable network34
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management, support smart flow scheduling for the improve- 35

ment of link utilization and network throughput. SDN is 36

widely used in different scenarios such as Google’s backbone 37

network [3], Microsoft’s public cloud [4], NTT’s edge gate- 38

way [5], and optical (IP/WDM) network [6]. In addition, SDN 39

has been proven successful in Network Function Virtualization 40

service (NFV) which has made significant progress from trial 41

evaluation to production deployment [7], [8]. Because of these 42

significant benefits, enterprises and governments have strong 43

motivations to deploy SDN. 44

There are several options for helping convert traditional 45

networks directly into SDN networks [9], [10]. A ship in the 46

night strategy is a straightforward approach to new networking 47

architectures. In reality, however, the transition from the legacy 48

network to an SDN network does not happen overnight. First, 49

the transition requires significant deployment costs. In addi- 50

tion to the high price of SDN switches, companies also have 51

to hire additional SDN programmers because an easy-to- 52

use SDN configuration and management frameworks are still 53

evolving [11], [12]. Second, SDN comes with its own lim- 54

itations, the OpenFlow protocol [13] is not mature enough 55

and commercial SDN switches and controllers are not com- 56

pletely stable and reliable [1]. Those factors slow down the 57

SDN deployment step, thus promoting the birth of the hybrid 58

SDN network [14], [15]. 59

Different definitions about hybrid SDN networks are given 60

in the literature. Generally speaking, hybrid SDN is a log- 61

ical step in the process of transitioning from a traditional 62

network to SDN. It combines the programmability of the 63

centralized control with the robustness of the distributed 64

routing. Operators can balance the load and manage the 65

network more easily. Controllers in hybrid SDN networks 66

can only focus on useful flow or traffic, while most pack- 67

ets are managed by the robustness traditional protocols. 68

In this case, when deploying a network protector or a 69

network optimizer, operators only need to migrate legacy 70

access devices to SDN switches. However, SDN switches 71

in hybrid SDN networks may be improperly deployed or 72

an inefficient optimization strategy may be adopted, result- 73

ing in network performance degradation or inconsistency. 74

Forwarding decisions made by the controller may conflict 75

with traditional routing protocols due to the isolated control 76

domains, which may lead to forwarding loops or black-holes. 77

Therefore, it is of great significance to carry out the investi- 78

gation into the deployment and optimization of hybrid SDN 79

networks. 80
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Fig. 1. The deployment solutions and optimization strategies for hybrid SDN networks.

There are many surveys about SDN networks, however, few81

of them review the state of the art of hybrid SDN networks.82

Kreutz et al. [16] and Thyagaturu et al. [6] briefly describe83

several representative hybrid SDN solutions in their SDN sur-84

vey. They do not consider the investigation of hybrid SDN85

networks as a specific research field, but just regard it as a spe-86

cial case of SDN. Vissicchio et al. [1] discuss the opportunities87

and research challenges of hybrid SDN networks, and describe88

different use cases in each hybrid SDN model. However, no89

concrete techniques regarding to hybrid SDN networks are90

summarized. Rathee et al. [17] review some deployment solu-91

tions in hybrid SDN networks, and discuss the coexistence of92

traditional networks with SDN networks in detail. However,93

they do not consider the optimization strategies in hybrid SDN94

networks.95

In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of the96

research relating to deployment and optimization solutions in97

hybrid SDN networks that have been carried out to date. For98

the deployment techniques, we analyze different hybrid SDN99

models, summarize control plane and data plane solutions,100

and discuss several use cases. For the optimization solutions,101

we discuss and compare different mathematical models and102

corresponding optimization algorithms.103

The structure and organization of the paper are shown in104

Fig. 1. Section II discusses the model and background of105

hybrid SDN networks. Sections III and IV describe how to106

seamlessly unify a traditional network with an SDN network107

from perspectives of the control plane and the data plane,108

respectively. We classify related deployment solutions from the109

perspective of the control plane and the data plane, which is110

similar to the pure SDN network. In addition, several common111

design principles are summarized, including the underlying 112

protocols, topology discovery issues and the choice of hybrid 113

network models, which can be used to reduce repetitive works 114

in the deployment process. Section V compares some typi- 115

cal optimization strategies in hybrid SDN networks, including 116

mathematical models, core algorithms, the evaluation and the 117

use case of each strategy. Section VI summarizes some appli- 118

cation scenarios where hybrid SDN networks have unique 119

advantages. We summarize this survey and discuss the future 120

research and development trend in Section VII. Table I lists 121

the main abbreviations used in this paper. 122

II. WHY HYBRID SDN 123

A. The Concept of Pure SDN 124

Before discussing the hybrid SDN network, we need to 125

have a brief review of the pure SDN network. The basic 126

elements of a network are nodes (e.g., switches, routers, 127

load-balancers), and interconnections (both physical links and 128

protocol-dependent logical adjacencies) between nodes. In 129

SDN, network nodes implement only the data-plane, while a 130

separated architectural element, called SDN controller, realizes 131

the control-plane. The SDN controller is a logically-centralized 132

custom software, possibly corresponding to a distributed 133

system. The independence between the controller and the 134

nodes simplifies the development of a high-level manage- 135

ment interface [18]. The SDN-based architecture is vertically 136

divided into three layers, that is, SDN data plane, control plane 137

and application layer, as shown in Fig. 2. 138

1) SDN Data Plane: The data plane (i.e., the forwarding 139

plane) consists of distributed forwarding network elements that 140
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Fig. 2. A three-layer SDN architecture [18].

TABLE I
ABBREVIATIONS

forward data packets. In order to separate control and data141

plane, the data plane need to be remotely accessed through142

an open vendor-independent southbound interface. OpenFlow143

and ForCES [19] are well-known protocols for the southbound144

interface. They are responsible for splitting the forwarding145

plane and control plane in the network, and regulate the146

communication between the two planes.147

2) SDN Control Plane: The SDN controller in the control148

plane is mainly responsible for two tasks. One is to trans-149

late SDN application layer requests to SDN datapath, and the150

other is to provide an abstract model of the underlying network 151

for the SDN application layer. One SDN controller includes 152

three parts: northbound interface agent, SDN control logic, and 153

control plane interface driver. The SDN control layer is often 154

referred to as the network operating system (NOS) because 155

it supports network control logic and provides the application 156

layer with an abstract view of the global network. The SDN 157

control layer contains enough information to specify policies 158

while hiding all implementation details. 159

3) SDN Application Plane: The application plane is com- 160

posed of SDN applications. An SDN application can submit a 161

request to the controller in a programmable manner. The SDN 162

application includes a great amount of northbound interface 163

drivers, which are responsible for driving the open northbound 164

API provided by SDN controller. At the same time, the SDN 165

application can abstract and encapsulate its own functions to 166

provide a northbound proxy interface. 167

B. The Challenges of Pure SDN 168

This subsection discuss the challenges in pure SDN that can 169

be mitigated in hybrid SDNs. 170

1) Deployment Challenges: Although SDN has such great 171

advantages as improving network traffic control capability, 172

reducing network resource consumption, and balancing link 173

loads, it indeed has its own limitations. Deploying SDN in 174

existing networks will incur economic, technical, and organi- 175

zational challenges. First of all, SDN network can not ignore 176

the initialization costs in the equipment transformation and 177

professional training. Considering the scenario where SDN 178

needs to make a huge change to the network model espe- 179

cially when it comes to architectural updates on the operators 180

side, network managers need to learn how to design, update, 181

debug and operate SDN networks, and companies need to 182

hire experienced SDN network engineers [20]. Secondly, it 183

takes a certain amount of time to produce SDN controllers 184

that can be used at the production level. In order to ease 185
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Fig. 3. The overview and comparison of legacy network, hybrid SDN, and pure SDN.

the inconsistent risks among nodes in the network, the con-186

troller must make quick decisions in various complicated187

situations. This will inevitably increase the complexity of188

network design and deployment, especially in large scale and189

high performance real-time networks. Thirdly, SDN technol-190

ogy has completely changed the original processing flow of191

the network chip, which is equivalent to the development of192

a new forwarding table. Finally, despite the successes so far,193

SDN implementation is still in an early stage of development,194

and various research institutes have proposed different design195

schemes, leading to the lack of uniform standards. The dis-196

crepancy among SDN standardization organizations also limits197

the development prospects of SDN to some extent.198

2) Reliability and Security Challenges: First, new demands199

for mobility, server virtualization and cloud computing lead to200

increasing real-time requirements of applications such as video201

conferencing or Web browsing in a very short time range,202

especially when it comes to quality of service or security203

issues. To ensure reliability in pure SDN, a fast and expen-204

sive out-of-band wide area network between SDN controllers205

and switches will be needed in large networks [1]. For exam-206

ple, updating information about failures or new input streams207

would double overheads of network design and management.208

Second, SDN controllers are software that runs on Windows209

or Linux operating systems, which leaves the controller and210

operating system at the risk of being attacked. As long as211

the attacker can gain control over the SDN controller through212

continuous attacks, the entire network may be easily attacked.213

Even if there is no attack, the controller is extremely compu-214

tationally intensive. Once the controller fails, the entire data215

center network is paralyzed and becomes uncontrollable.216

In fact, the traditional network can naturally avoid the 217

above deployment costs, and the reliability and security issues. 218

This is because its forwarding behavior is realized in com- 219

plicated hardware devices with no control planes. If there is 220

already a solution to shortcomings of pure SDN in the tra- 221

ditional network, the architecture of the corresponding legacy 222

network remains unchanged. Given this, we only need to focus 223

on how to build a flexible and efficient network model that 224

combines advantages of legacy and pure SDN networks. In 225

other words, the hybrid SDN network can effectively allevi- 226

ate the above challenges. Therefore, managing heterogeneous 227

paradigms and ensuring profitable interaction between the two 228

types of networks are of particular importance. Fig. 3. gives an 229

overview and comparison of different network architectures. 230

C. The Models of Hybrid SDN 231

1) Brief Definition: Hybrid SDN refers to a networking 232

architecture where both centralized and decentralized 233

paradigms coexist and communicate together to different 234

degrees to configure, control, change, and manage network 235

behavior for optimizing network performance and user 236

experience. For example, traditionally switches with their 237

distributed algorithms try to control overall traffic routing 238

whereas, in SDN, the controller routes traffic based on the 239

global view. If these are combined, say a part of traffic is 240

under traditional control and the remaining under the SDN 241

controller, we get a hybrid SDN architecture. 242

In order to deploy hybrid SDN networks correctly and effec- 243

tively, a suitable hybrid SDN network model is needed. In this 244

section, we classify the modeling of hybrid SDN networks 245
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based on the functional division of networks, the combination246

of switches, and the network service and usage scenario.247

2) Modeling Hybrid SDN Networks Based on the248

Combination of Switches: Based on the combination of249

switches, we divide the hybrid network into the three cate-250

gories, including251

• The network integrates SDN switches and traditional252

switches.253

• Traditional switches utilize SDN framework for central-254

ized control.255

• SDN switches focus on the interconnection between SDN256

autonomous system (AS) and non-SDN AS.257

For this scenario, deployment strategies can be summarized as258

• SDN switch as a middlebox to send information and259

configuration to the entire network.260

• The controller manages traditional switches indirectly by261

sending seed packets.262

• Expanding the controller to control both SDN switches263

and legacy switches.264

• Achieving the hardware abstraction layer or extending265

southbound interfaces without making any changes to the266

controller.267

3) Modeling Hybrid SDN Networks Based on the Network268

Service and Usage Scenario: According to the network service269

and usage scenario, Vissicchio et al. [1] classify the hybrid270

SDN network as Topology-Based Hybrid SDN (TB hSDN),271

Service-Based hybrid SDN (SB hSDN), Class-Based Hybrid272

SDN (CB hSDN) and Integrated Hybrid SDN (Integrated273

hSDN). In the TB hSDN model, the network is partitioned274

into different zones, and each node or switch is within one275

zone. In this model, a zone is defined as a collection of276

interconnected nodes which are controlled by either SDN con-277

trollers or traditional protocols. It is required to select the278

appropriate locations to deploy SDN devices, or to divide the279

appropriate area as SDN deployment area. In the SB hSDN280

model, legacy and SDN framework provide different services.281

For the network-wide forwarding service, the two paradigms282

can control a different portion of the FIB of each node. In the283

CB hSDN model, the traffic is divided into two paradigms, one284

is CN-controlled (legacy), the other is SDN-controlled. Legacy285

and SDN framework typically span all the network devices,286

controlling a disjoint set of FIB entries on each switch. In the287

Integrated hSDN model, SDN has full control of the entire288

network, and the role of traditional protocol is to forward289

the control message to the forwarding table in all legacy290

switches.291

After the identification of different types of hybrid SDN292

models, operators can consider concrete deployment plans.293

Building a hybrid SDN network requires deploying a port294

of the SDN switches in a traditional network. However, if295

no efforts are taken, traditional switches and SDN switches296

cannot communicate with each other. To solve this problem,297

many deployment solutions have been proposed, which can be298

divided into control plane deployment and data plane deploy-299

ment solutions. In the control plane solutions, changes to the300

data plane are reduced as much as possible, so that the con-301

troller is responsible for unifying these complex underlying302

switches. In the data plane solutions, it is better to make303

the underlying network transparent to the controller, thereby 304

minimizing changes in the control plane. 305

The control plane deployment and data plane deployment 306

solutions are suited for different scenarios. For example, if 307

a new hybrid SDN network is built from scratch, a con- 308

trol plane deployment scheme can be adotped to improve the 309

network operating efficiency. If the original network is a pure 310

SDN network, and the network has been running for a while, 311

or some SDN switches are added to a traditional network 312

by using existing SDN controllers (e.g., OpenDayLight [21], 313

NOX [22]) with no further modifications, it is preferable to 314

use a data plane deployment scheme. However, some data 315

plane deployment schemes introduce an additional hardware 316

abstraction device that may degrade the performance of the 317

network [23]. 318

When these deployment problems are solved, it is necessary 319

to find optimization strategies to make better use of these few 320

SDN switches in hybrid SDN networks. These optimization 321

strategies can not only be implemented in SDN controllers 322

(control plane), but also can affect the deployment order of 323

SDN switches (data plane). 324

D. The Standardization of Hybrid SDNs 325

In order to promote the standardization process of hybrid 326

SDN networks, some organizations and research groups have 327

dedicated extensive research effort to hybrid SDN networks 328

and published numerous technical documents and reports. 329

Undoubtedly, the biggest beneficiary of the hybrid SDN 330

network are network equipment enterprises. Therefore, sev- 331

eral equipment manufacturers have developed some industry 332

standards and technical guidance of hybrid SDN networks. 333

1) Standardization Efforts: NFV addresses the topic about 334

“traditional networking coexistence”, and discusses possible 335

scenarios of hybrid SDN networks [24]. These scenarios are 336

i) one set of ports (physical interfaces) being assigned to a 337

traditionally controlled datapath whereas other ports (physi- 338

cal interfaces) are assigned to an SDN controlled datapath; 339

ii) forwarding is controlled by traditional mechanisms, which 340

can be used to carry the traffic for an SDN managed over- 341

lay network; iii) SDN managed classification operations and 342

actions are used to implement value added processing (e.g., 343

classification into categories for QoS purposes or firewalling) 344

while traditional mechanisms continue to be used for forward- 345

ing; and iv) SDN performs major traffic classification and 346

delegates partial forwarding to traditional forwarding elements. 347

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [25] defines a set 348

of southbound interfaces, which can be used in data plane 349

deployment solutions (Section III-B). 350

2) Industry Efforts: NEC white paper (2014) [26] tries to 351

avoid pitfalls of SDN by gradually introducing SDN frame- 352

work to the area of an existing network where fine-grained 353

control is required. The proposed hybrid models can be cate- 354

gorized into three types: add-on type, partial replacement type, 355

and overlay type. In the white paper, NEC also shares the 356

potential commercial value of hybrid SDN networks, includ- 357

ing security gateway, DoS/DDoS attack countermeasures, 358

optimization of inter-data center connections, virtualization 359
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of the server network, the migration of intra-data center360

network, and aggregating network management for multiple361

departments.362

HP SDN white paper [27] describes how HP SDN solution363

uses SDN hybrid mode to achieve scalable, low-risk network364

deployments. The controller delegates some portion of the365

data plane forwarding decisions to the controlled switches.366

OpenFlow-hybrid switches are introduced in their framework367

to process all kinds of packets and receive/send instruc-368

tions. Similar solution includes Huawei Enterprise Network369

Processor, Huawei Smart Network OpenFlow Controller [28],370

and OpenDayLight [21].371

III. DEPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS IN CONTROL PLANE372

In order to properly deploy a hybrid SDN network, it is nec-373

essary to solve two key problems. The first is how to make374

the SDN network and the traditional network unified in the375

view of the controller, and the second is how to get the cor-376

rect status of the network so that the controller can make the377

forwarding decision. In this section, we focus on deployment378

methods in control plane, which are responsible for unify-379

ing different kinds of switches by adding extra components380

and modules. On this basis, depending on the scope of the381

deployment, these solutions are divided into Intra-domain and382

Inter-domain deployment methods, respectively. As comple-383

mentary, we discuss the topology discovery issues and related384

protocols that need to be considered when implementing a real385

hybrid SDN network.386

A. Intra-Domain Deployment387

The intra-domain deployment is designed for the deploy-388

ment of a hybrid SDN network within an AS. Controllers in389

these solutions need to find viable paths in the network for the390

seamless connection. The key to deployment is how to inte-391

grate the features of the SDN switches into the entire network.392

According to whether there is an SDN switch in the network393

or not, we divide the research into two categories. The first394

category is legacy switches and SDN switches coexist, and the395

second category is only legacy switches in the hybrid network.396

1) Legacy Switches Coexist With SDN Switches: The coex-397

istence of SDN switches and traditional switches is the most398

common situation in hybrid SDN networks. In this section, we399

summarize three types of deployment methods, including i) the400

management of legacy devices, ii) the waypoint enforcement401

of traffic, and iii) the hybrid extension of controllers.402

The management of legacy devices: The most intuitive403

way is to force legacy switches to send packets to the con-404

troller without considering other strategies. Once the controller405

receives these packets, it will compute the network operations406

and announce the updates that need to be performed in the407

hybrid underlying network.408

Jin et al. [29] implement a hybrid network controller, called409

Telekinesis, that provides SDN-enabled routing through legacy410

paths. The key is to forward the packet to the controller411

as soon as possible. For the purpose of updating routing412

entries in legacy switches, LegacyFlowMod integrates the con-413

cept of OpenFlow, legacy switch, traditional switch port and414

Fig. 4. Telekinesis [29].

MAC address. Telekinesis calls LegacyFlowMod to instruct 415

the SDN switches to send seed packets with the specific source 416

MAC address to legacy switches. When the traditional switch 417

receives the packet, it is believed that the node of the MAC 418

address can be reached, hence, it modifies its IP-MAC map- 419

ping table. When a packet enters the network, the legacy 420

switch will forward it to the nearest Openflow switch based on 421

the IP-MAC mapping table. As shown in Fig. 4, the forward- 422

ing path s-LE2-LE5-d in Telekinesis includes an OpenFlow 423

switch (OF6). 424

The Telekinesis has two disadvantages: i) the controller 425

only provides coarser-grained and destination-based control 426

of legacy path, and ii) the new installed SDN-enabled path 427

is vulnerable. In an SDN network, The controller will install 428

more fine-grained paths because it can match packets based on 429

both source and destination MAC addresses while the layer-2 430

routing in a legacy network is only destination-based. Besides, 431

regardless of whether these incoming packets are seed pack- 432

ets, the MAC learning function in the traditional switch will 433

react to all of them. When the switch relays a packet from a 434

specific MAC address, a forwarding entry for this address may 435

change, which may lead to the unstable path update. In order 436

to solve the above restrictions, Jin et al. [30] further refine the 437

controller, and introduce the concept of magnet address. By 438

sending gratuitous ARP messages, the end hosts will update 439

its IP to magnet address mapping table. The magnet address 440

does not correspond to any real host in the network, which is a 441

fake MAC address to obtain the network visibility and manage 442

the forwarding behavior of end nodes and legacy switches. In 443

this way, the packets from the same destination from differ- 444

ent source hosts will go through different paths. According to 445

the destination IP address, the last SDN switch on the new 446

path will rewrite the magnet address to the real MAC address. 447

The result shows that when only 20% of network switches are 448

SDN-enabled, it can achieve full control over routing in the 449

hybrid network. 450

Network virtualization is the process of combining hardware 451

and software network functionality into a single software- 452

based administrative entity. In order to properly deploy vir- 453

tualization services, it is necessary to provide the network 454

operator the centralized control over the whole hybrid network. 455
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Lu et al. [31] propose a hybrid controller, named HybNET. In456

addition to the centralized control capability in the hybrid SDN457

network, a common API is supplied for operators to process458

transactions and configure hybrid network infrastructure across459

boundaries. As for the configuration of two types of switches,460

HybNET does not have the special needs of the network topol-461

ogy like Panopticon [32] and Fabric [33]. The topology and462

network status are entered manually by the administrator or463

acquired by a dynamic link discovery protocol (i.e., Link Layer464

Discovery Protocol (LLDP)). With respect to the manipulation465

of underlying devices, the framework requires that all switches466

in the network establish a connection with the controller. These467

features make it easy to control a traditional device as an468

SDN switch, and can be further utilized in the network virtu-469

alization deployment. For example, when an operator manages470

the network, the controller analyzes the specific configura-471

tion of the underlying network, divides the overall rules into472

OpenFlow rules and traditional configurations, and sends rules473

to the OpenFlow controller and traditional switches by SNMP474

and/or Network configuration protocol (NETCONF) [34].475

The waypoint enforcement of traffic: Levin et al. [32] pro-476

pose the Panopticon framework to abstract the transitional477

network into a logical SDN network. Panopticon is an incre-478

mental implementation method on the principle that the packet479

that traverses at least one SDN switch can obtain the end to480

end network control (e.g., access control). In this framework,481

some legacy ports are defined as SDN controlled (SDNc) ports482

and the traffic between any two SDNc ports must go through483

at least one OpenFlow switch. For each pair of ports that484

include at least one SDNc port, the controller will choose485

one SDN switch as the waypoint and compute the short-486

est end-to-end path that includes this waypoint. A traditional487

switch cluster (the set of connected components) is treated488

as a cell block, and the OpenFlow switch directly connected489

to the cell block is treated as the boundary node (frontier)490

of the cell block. In this solution, a per-VLAN spanning491

tree protocol is configured in each legacy switch to gener-492

ate a secure path and independent VLAN ID is assigned493

to each spanning tree to restrict forwarding and guarantee494

waypoint enforcement, which is available at legacy switches.495

Legacy switches will forward the packet to the frontier based496

on MAC-learning and SDN switches act as VLAN gate-497

ways. Under special circumstances, when the path between498

two legacy ports only traverses the legacy switches, the for-499

warding is performed according to the traditional mechanisms500

and is unaffected by the partial SDN deployment. Panopticon501

is a common and high-efficiency deployment mechanism,502

which can deeply extend SDN capabilities into existing legacy503

networks.504

Considering that the behavior of the edge devices and cen-505

tral devices are different, if the edge devices and central506

devices are treated equally, it may bring unnecessary com-507

plexity to the whole network. An acceptable solution in an508

SDN network is that the boundary devices are controlled509

by a fine-grained and service-oriented controller, while the510

remaining devices are controlled by a coarse-grained controller511

that focuses on high-speed forwarding. While in a tradi-512

tional network, in order to save Ternary Content Addressable513

Memory (TCAM) resources, destination-based solution is 514

responsible for the routing service if the packet belongs to 515

the majority of node pairs, and the other traffic is routed by 516

the complementary explicit routing [35]. Casado et al. [33] 517

extend the idea to the hybrid SDN network. The authors 518

suggest that boundary switches can be controlled by SDN 519

controller, providing the advanced and innovative services. 520

Non-boundary switches are controlled by traditional network 521

protocols that provide basic packet transport function. This 522

solution is suitable for network virtualization and SB hSDN 523

model, which can be summarized as waypoint enforcement in 524

edge switches. However, at the edge of an enterprise network, 525

introducing the OpenFlow framework that is not accommo- 526

dated by existing hardware involves replacing thousands of 527

access switches. Furthermore, the solution limits the ability 528

to apply forwarding policies within the network core, while 529

Panopticon [32] focuses on traditional enterprise networks and 530

the overall performance of the networks. 531

Caria et al. [36] adopt a partitioned solution that divides the 532

entire network into separate subdomains and SDN switches are 533

used to connect these subdomains. LSA altering received by 534

the legacy router triggers a recomputation of the routing and 535

forwarding table. In this solution, node and rule which update 536

within each domain are learned by the OpenFlow switches 537

at the boundary so that these messages can be passed to the 538

SDN controller. When the controller receives the LSA from 539

SDN switches, it will simply forward it to the proposed hybrid 540

network manager, and vice versa. Furthermore, the manager 541

will optimize the internal routing configurations for load bal- 542

ancing by computing the OSPF link metrics based on the 543

partition. Finally, through the SDN switches in the corre- 544

sponding boundary of sub-domains, these configurations will 545

be flooded as LSAs and injected into the network. The best 546

advantage of this method is that the impact of network fluc- 547

tuations will be limited to the original area, because the SDN 548

switches can isolate these changes. As for the specific partition 549

strategies, the authors formulate the network partition problem 550

as an ILP model and try to balance the size of each domain 551

as much as possible. 552

Based on the concept of divide and conquer, the “optical 553

bypass” framework is proposed in [37]. Similarly, traditional 554

network domains are separated by SDN switches, and long- 555

distance high-speed transmission between SDN switches is 556

achieved over optical networks. In this case, heavy traffic 557

is offloaded from the high-load link in the original OSPF 558

domain while has no impact on the stability of the traditional 559

network domain. The paper shows the use case in EU coun- 560

tries. The traffic between countries is forwarded through the 561

optical network managed by the SDN controller, while internal 562

traffic is still forwarded by traditional switches. 563

The hybrid extension of controllers: Modularization is one 564

of the common ways to relief the complexity in software 565

development, researchers can utilize this pattern to design 566

an extended hybrid control plane and make it scalable. 567

Hong et al. [38] implement a typical hybrid network controller 568

by combining the optimized deployment scheme within the 569

controller. The controller contains deployment planning mod- 570

ule, global view module, traffic engineering module and failure 571
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Fig. 5. The four-staged Fibbing workflow [41].

repairment module. When the new budget is approved, the572

deployment planning module adopts the deployment algorithm573

to select appropriate switches for incremental deployment.574

The global view module can obtain the link state of the575

entire network and pass the information to the traffic engi-576

neering module that implements the traffic engineering and577

fault-tolerance algorithms. The failover module is responsi-578

ble for alleviating link congestion when failure happens and579

ensuring fast failure recovery.580

OpenDaylight SAL [39] adds support for multiple south-581

bound protocols. For example, Off-the-shelf commodity eth-582

ernet switches are commonly allowed to be configured by583

SNMP, so that an Ethernet switch can actively report its status584

to the administrative computer (e.g., OpenDaylight controller)585

using SNMP trap. Therefore, an SNMP southbound plugin586

(SNMP4SDN) is proposed to control and unify underlying587

devices supporting SNMP by using off-the-shelf commodity588

Ethernet switch. This plugin provides capabilities to manage589

configurations that can only be accessed via CLI.590

2) Only Legacy Switches in the Network: In extreme cases,591

the network only contains controllers and legacy switches.592

Under this circumstance, the controller can exert a certain593

degree of control over these legacy switches.594

Centralized control over distributed routing: Unlike the way595

that the OpenFlow messages are converted to legacy switch596

configurations through a hardware abstraction layer [40],597

Vissicchio et al. [41] implement a “Lie Definition Network”598

model, called Fibbing. The authors generate a false augmented599

topology in the data plane by passing false LSA messages to600

the legacy switches, causing the switch to mistakenly identify601

some false switches and links. For the reason that real for-602

warding decisions are all determined by legacy switches via603

the “tried and true” link state routing protocols. The key point604

is that the topology these switches find may includes fake605

nodes and fake links, so legacy switches can be controlled by606

these fake destination addresses and fake link weights. The607

fake routing generation process in the controller is regarded608

as a mathematical function. Specifically, the input parameters609

are these routing messages, the function is the routing proto-610

cols and algorithms in the network, and the output is target611

FIB entries on legacy switches. Output and function are given,612

the controller should automatically compute the input param-613

eters. The main process of the program is shown in Fig. 5.614

After the generation of augmented topology, researchers added615

optimization steps to reduce the size of the topology. Fibbing is616

similar conceptually to Telekinesis [29]. The biggest difference617

between Telekinesis and Fibbing is that Telekinesis focuses on618

hybrid SDN networks where legacy switches and OpenFlow619

switches coexist, while Fibbing is defined in a layer-3 legacy620

network.621

Vissicchio et al. [42] further increase the availability and 622

scalability, add support for back-up links, and define an effi- 623

cient demand expression language that supports high-level 624

forwarding requirements. After operators enter the network 625

demand, the controller automatically generates (or manually 626

entered) the desired forwarding map. Then, the augmented 627

path calculation module will design the extended topology 628

based on the input parameters within milliseconds. Under the 629

premise of retaining the forwarding paths, the module will 630

further reduce the augmented topology because the original 631

augmented topology can be very large. Finally, leveraging 632

the Forwarding Address field of OSPF messages, the con- 633

troller turns fake configuration into actual routing messages 634

and injects them into the hybrid network. The framework is 635

implemented in the Cisco and Juniper routers. 636

The direct control of legacy switches: The controller can 637

achieve the direct control of the legacy switches to some 638

degree. The establishment of a control system that basically 639

meets the OpenFlow standard requires at least four basic 640

attributes: i) the connection between the data plane and the 641

control plane, ii) the controller can discover the underlying 642

topology, iii) the controller can send instructions to the switch, 643

and iv) the switches are able to send packet-in messages. 644

Hand and Keller [43] propose a hybrid framework, named 645

ClosedFlow, that targets to meet corresponding requirements 646

by: i) establishing independent VLANs to establish a chan- 647

nel between the two planes; ii) sending remote log records 648

from switches to the controller, which enables the controller to 649

receive and store the topology status; iii) achieving an SDN- 650

like control with routeMaps or access-control lists; iv) if a 651

packet does not match any rules, the switch will send a meta- 652

data to the controller or just forward entire packet to controller. 653

This solution is relatively simple and intuitive compared to 654

FIBBING’s “spoofing” method, but it requires the switch to 655

support layer 3 protocols and be preconfigured. ClosedFlow 656

leads to a relatively low forwarding efficiency, which is not 657

suitable for large-scale networks. 658

B. Inter-Domain Deployment 659

Inter-domain hybrid SDN deployment solutions enhance 660

the cooperation capability of SDN domains in the large- 661

scale network, and ensure the connectivity between different 662

domains that based on different protocols. These solutions not 663

only indirectly improve the efficiency of inter-domain rout- 664

ing, but also realize the innovation of routing services running 665

across domains, most of which can be considered as long-term 666

use cases. 667

1) Deployment and Management Solutions: In this sec- 668

tion, we focus on the interworking and management 669

between SDN and traditional BGP domains, and discuss 670

RouteFlow [44], [45] framework that enables remote IP rout- 671

ing services in a centralized way. 672

Seamless interworking between SDN and BGP domains: 673

Lin et al. [46] implement SDN-IP, which adopts the new SDN 674

device to realize the interconnection between SDN domains 675

and traditional BGP domains. In the SDN domain, there are 676

no legacy routers while some specific SDN switches act as 677
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Fig. 6. A hybrid SDN network with BT-SDN framework [48].

BGP peers. To achieve peering, a BGP process is integrated678

in the network operating system (NOS) for the SDN AS, it679

exchanges routing updates and establishes the connection with680

BGP peers on the external IP network. The result is that the681

SDN AS can be regarded as a single router in the whole682

network. More specifically, the BGP process module generates683

BGP route updates, the BGP route module will synchronize684

these updates and store them in a local route information base.685

The proactive flow installer in the framework is responsible for686

calculating and installing the flow entries for Inter-domain traf-687

fic by using routes learned through BGP. The interconnection688

mechanisms between different domains can be further used689

in Software Defined Network Switching Center (SDX) [47],690

which allows the operators of participating ASes to deploy691

novel applications.692

In a real scenario, border routers usually have a good693

performance with high price, so operators may be reluctant694

to discard them directly. Thus, Lin et al. [48] propose a prac-695

tical framework, called BTSDN, which retains the border BGP696

routers. As shown in Fig. 6, in BTSDN, the BGP still works697

the same as in current Internet. The only difference is that698

the controller also runs IBGP protocol and acts as an IBGP699

router to learn the global inter-domain routing information.700

In order to synchronize routing information and set up a full701

mesh network topology, border routers in inter-domain run702

External Border Gateway Protocol (EBGP) and border routers703

in intra-domain run Internal Border Gateway Protocol (IBGP).704

Quagga [49], which is a routing software package that can pro-705

vide TCP/IP routing services, talks to all the border routers.706

The remaining features are similar to those of SDN-IP [46].707

The hybrid interdomain management layer: The slice of708

SDN is usually considered as vertical slicing, and the SDN709

network slices only isolate the network traffic between con-710

trollers while the hypervisor can see all nodes. When hosts and711

switches belonging to separate entities are integrated together,712

it becomes a security and privacy problem because all ele-713

ments are visible to and controlled by the unknown hypervisor.714

To solve the problem, Thai and de Oliveira [50] propose an715

Interdomain Management Layer (IML) that is compatible with716

hybrid SDN networks. It allows network elements to be inte-717

grated together without revealing their exact topology and718

devices attributes. Resources are shared and AS boundaries719

are managed by the hypervisor through the tools provided by720

the hybrid policy control controller. IML has the following721

features: i) the support for flexible centralized policy configu-722

ration interface, ii) the preserve of end-to-end packet control723

of the SDN architecture, and iii) the support for hybrid SDN724

Fig. 7. Interdomain Management Layer [50].

networks. In IML, SDN ASes are compatible with BGP- 725

dependent ASes. Fig. 7 shows the basic components of the 726

IML architecture in a hybrid SDN network which includes 727

two SDN ASes and one traditional BGP AS. The proxy and 728

bridge work together to allow an SDN AS to setup flows in 729

peering ASes, and the policy controller is designed to avoid the 730

interdomain policy misconfiguration. BGP aggregator inter- 731

cepts any eBGP messages being sent to a controller from a 732

border SDN switch. 733

Virtualized IP routing services on OpenFlow-enabled hard- 734

ware: In some cases, operators may expect that OpenFlow- 735

enabled nodes are aggregated as one single virtual router 736

and exchange routes with traditional network devices. 737

Nascimento et al. [44] and Vidal et al. [45] propose RouteFlow 738

framework that is ideal for combining SDN switches with vir- 739

tualization service. The RouteFlow framework is designed to 740

provide virtualized IP routing services on OpenFlow-enabled 741

devices, which builds a virtual L3 topology by mapping all 742

OpenFlow-enabled switches to a Virtual Machine (VM) with 743

a routing engine. The architecture consists of a slave daemon 744

RF-slaved running on each VM, a routing engine RF-server 745

and a controller which runs the route-flow daemon. The RF- 746

server communicates with the VM through the RF-protocol 747

and calculates the corresponding flow-mod commands. The 748

controller uses these flow commands to configure the physical 749

forwarding plane through OpenFlow. When the virtual router 750

interacts with a traditional Layer 3 switch, messages initialized 751

in the VM are passed to the physical OpenFlow data plane by 752

the RF-server and the connected controller, respectively. On 753

the contrary, routing messages from physical OpenFlow data 754

plane is converted and transmitted to the VM by the controller 755

and the RF-server. 756

RouteFlow creates a simulation framework that dupli- 757

cates the physical network to the controller. Based on the 758

work, Stringer et al. [51] create a distributed virtual router, 759

named CARDIGAN, which adopts distributed protocols for 760

interconnection. On the one hand, the simplified network 761

structure provides shorter maintenance time and reduces the 762

likelihood of misconfiguration. On the other hand, due to the 763

tight coupling in the whole system, it will inevitably bring 764

delays and corruption when installing a large number of rules. 765

Future research could map more features in the traditional 766
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network to the underlying SDN architecture, which has good767

prospects in QoS, load balancing, and failover.768

2) Convergence Time and Performance Analysis: Routing769

between domains is usually realized in a distributed way770

through BGP. Despite its global adoption, BGP has several771

shortcomings, such as slow convergence after routing changes,772

which may cause packet losses and even interrupt the com-773

munication. In this section, we review some works that focus774

on the inter-domain routing performance.775

Caesar et al. [52] implement a Routing Control Platform776

(RCP) in traditional networks. RCP collects information about777

the external devices and internal topology, which can be uti-778

lized to select the BGP routes for each router in an AS. The779

centralized idea is considered as a modification of the tradi-780

tional network. Integrating SDN to inter-domain routing can781

indeed improve the performance of BGP.782

In order to solve the problems about: i) how much conver-783

gence time can be reduced by using the inter-domain hybrid784

method; ii) how many SDN domains are needed, and iii) how785

these domains need to be arranged in order to achieve maxi-786

mum revenue, Sermpezis and Dimitropoulos [53] establish an787

inter-domain SDN model and propose a probabilistic approach788

that takes various parameters (i.e., topology, path, number of789

SDN switches) in the network as input. Based on the hybrid790

model, the authors derive upper and lower bounds for the time791

needed to achieve data-plane connectivity between two ASes,792

and exact expressions and approximations for the time till793

control-plane convergence over the entire network. For the794

purpose of minimizing the convergence time of the entire795

network, the model can be further utilized to evaluate the796

deployment of inter-domain hybrid SDN network or as an eval-797

uation parameter for selecting the switches to join the SDN798

domain.799

To show the difference intuitively, Gämperli et al. [54] con-800

struct a hybrid network simulation tool with multi-autonomous801

domains to study the running state of the hybrid SDN network.802

A multi-AS routing controller is implemented to outsource803

network functionality to external service providers, which is804

designed to address the slow convergence of BGP. POX [55]805

is used for the interaction with the OpenFlow switch clus-806

ter, and ExaBGP [56] is used to interface with external BGP807

routers. The controller maintains Switch Graph and AS graph808

for representing the core state. The results show that even at a809

very low penetration level of SDN switches, the inter-domain810

routing centralization can also dramatically shorten the con-811

vergence time. However, within a small-scale network, churn812

rates may slightly worse than the pure BGP network.813

C. Topology Discovery814

Topology discovery is a critical service provided by the815

controller, it is the basis for the normal operation of the816

network [57]. As for layer 2 discovery protocols, LLDP is817

always used in a pure OpenFlow network. In SDN network,818

the controller periodically commands SDN switches to flood819

LLDP messages, and SDN switches will forward them back to820

the controller as soon as they receive these messages. While821

in a hybrid OpenFlow network with traditional switches, tradi- 822

tional switches will drop these LLDP packets flooded by SDN 823

switches. In this case, LLDP-based links discovery mecha- 824

nism is not applicable and LLDP+BDDP (Broadcast Domain 825

Discovery Protocol) is a specific solution for discovering 826

multi-hop links in a hybrid OpenFlow network [58]. 827

The broadcast address in the destination field of BDDP 828

messages helps legacy switches to forward BDDP messages, 829

which is adopted to find multi-hop links between OpenFlow 830

switches. First, by encapsulating BDDP in the packet-out mes- 831

sage, the controller sends BDDP messages to each OpenFlow 832

switches. Then, if corresponding OpenFlow switch receive 833

the packet-out message, it sends the BDDP message to the 834

directly attached switches. Moreover, if a traditional switch 835

receives the BDDP message, it matches the destination MAC 836

address and floods this message to other active ports. Finally, 837

an OpenFlow switch will receive the BDDP message, and 838

forward it as a packet-in message to the controller. 839

As for layer 3 discovery protocols, IGP can be used to 840

discover the interconnection between different devices. For 841

example, SDN switches can intercept the OSPF link-state 842

advertisement messages flooded by legacy routing protocol 843

and forward it to the controller via a packet-in message. 844

The controller should be extended to parse LSAs to topol- 845

ogy information and detect links between legacy devices. 846

Based on this principle, Hong et al. [38] implement a global 847

topology module in HP Virtual Application Networks SDN 848

controller [59]. The authors utilize OSPF Hello message to 849

detect links between SDN switches and legacy switches. 850

As for application layer protocols, OpenDaylight adds sup- 851

port for SNMP [39], and we have discussed some BGP-based 852

solutions in Section III-B. 853

IV. DEPLOYMENT SOLUTIONS IN DATA PLANE 854

In general, operators expect the controller just focuses on 855

the original services while trying to avoid perceiving changes 856

in the underlying network. Through the implementation of the 857

hybrid data plane, we avoid the extra complexity in the con- 858

trol plane and give the controller complete control over the 859

underlying network. In this section, we mainly concentrate on: 860

i) hardware abstraction layer, ii) hybrid southbound interface, 861

iii) hybrid IP/SDN node, and iv) hybrid SDN networks in 862

mobile networks. 863

A. Hardware Abstraction Layer 864

When discussing the deployment solutions in the data plane, 865

researchers aim to make little modifications in the control 866

plane, while make it possible for the service running in the 867

controller cannot feel the difference caused by the underlying 868

networks. By adding an “overlay” or a “hardware abstraction 869

layer” between the control plane and data plane, operators 870

could extend their SDN-enabled services to legacy infrastruc- 871

ture, or seamlessly convert non-OpenFlow capable devices into 872

modern OpenFlow switches. 873

1) HAL Architecture and Features: Hardware Abstraction 874

Layer (HAL) defined in [40] is used to adjust different pro- 875

grammable network platforms. HAL is located between the 876
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Fig. 8. Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) architecture [40].

OpenFlow controller and non-OpenFlow switches, which can877

be further extended according to different services. Through878

the management of HAL, the controller can manipulate879

all elements in the data plane. Belter et al. [60] imple-880

ment HAL in different hardware groups (e.g., programmable881

network processors and point to multi-point equipment) to882

enable OpenFlow framework on different types of network883

equipment.884

HAL mainly includes two layers, which are the Cross-885

Hardware Platform Layer (CHPL) and the Hardware-Specific886

Layer (HSL). CHPL is in charge of node abstraction, virtual-887

ization, and configuration. HSL is responsible for performing888

all required configurations for different hardware platforms889

via the hardware-specific modules. According to the type of890

network devices, the abstract forwarding API and the hard-891

ware pipeline API are used for the communication between892

the two sublayers. This approach is similar to some program-893

ming language design ideas (e.g., Java), which is divided into894

platform-independent and platform-related levels.895

Fig. 8 shows the HAL architecture. CHPL is mainly896

composed of OpenFlow components and virtualization com-897

ponents. The OpenFlow component establishes a connection898

with the upper layer controller and receives/sends OpenFlow899

messages. Virtualization components provide platform support900

for virtualization and streaming-based partitioning, and enable901

different controllers to control different areas using different902

versions of the OpenFlow protocol. The operation of CHPL903

is manipulated by the network management system (NMS)904

to which the CHPL component is connected. HSL is mainly905

composed of network discovery module, rule translation mod-906

ule, and orchestration module. The network discovery module907

obtains information about a series of underlying devices,908

including the number of devices, models, features, and the909

underlying topology. The rule translation module is responsi-910

ble for converting the control actions from the upper layer to911

the rules supported by the underlying device. The orchestra-912

tion module sends the underlying network configurations to913

the controller to help it complete the initialization work and914

fix the underlying physical network failures.915

2) HAL Extension and Comparison: In addition to HAL,916

some works have achieved the hybrid SDN network by917

introducing an additional level of abstraction.918

Farias et al. [61] create a path to config OpenFlow oper-919

ation and forward the configuration from the controller to920

legacy devices. The LegacyFlow datapath is the main feature 921

of the proposal, which establishes a path between the con- 922

troller and the legacy network. When the controller sends the 923

action messages and configurations by secure channel using 924

OpenFlow protocol to the LegacyFlow datapath, the action 925

message is processed, and the information of the flow (i.e., 926

Port in, VLAN ID, Ethertype) are extracted from OpenFlow 927

message and finally sent to the switch control server. The 928

server will build a correct setting according to the vendor of 929

switches. This implementation is scalable, when new brands 930

of switches join the network, operators only need to install 931

adapters of corresponding switches. However, when a legacy 932

switch receives a packet without specific rules, the switch can 933

not pass necessary information to the controller. As a result, 934

these packets can only be forwarded by legacy rules. 935

Casey and Mullins [23] create a plug-and-play and simple 936

hardware device, named “SDN Shim”, which realizes flow- 937

level control from a legacy switch. This shim device provides 938

SDN-like features on legacy switches to enable pre-sales test- 939

ing and cost-effective infrastructure upgrade planning. The 940

device presents itself to the controller as a regular OpenFlow 941

switch, and it manages flows on the connected legacy switch 942

in accordance with messages from the controller. In this solu- 943

tion, legacy switches should support VLAN tags, so each port 944

can reside on its own VLAN. These legacy switches will pass 945

the received message to the shim device without forwarding 946

it immediately. After the “shim” device receives the unsolved 947

packet, it sends back the result to the legacy switch via VLAN 948

according to the already stored rules or uploads it to the con- 949

troller via an OpenFlow packet-in message. The design is 950

implemented on a commercial development board. Because 951

of the constraint that a single shim device is hard to handle 952

traffic on all the other ports at the same time, this solution is 953

applicable for low-traffic environments. 954

Szalay et al. [62] present a VLAN-based hybrid framework, 955

named HARMLESS. In the framework, each received packet 956

will be tagged by the legacy switches with a unique VLAN id 957

to identify the access port. Then, packets will be forwarded 958

to the OpenFlow translator component which acts as a soft- 959

ware switch. After that, the software switch outputs the packets 960

to OpenFlow switch that is managed by the controller. After 961

being processed by the controller, these packets tagged with a 962

different VLAN id will be sent back to these legacy switches. 963

HAL framework could be extended to study the different 964

speed of reconfiguration between legacy and SDN devices, as 965

well as how those differences constrain the reality reconfig- 966

urability of the network. Sieber et al. [63] first present the 967

measurement result that the difference in reconfiguration time 968

between SDN and legacy devices can be a hundredfold. Then, 969

the authors utilize the queuing theory to quantify and compare 970

the maximum reconfiguration rate of the whole network based 971

on the ratio of SDN and legacy devices. Finally, an intuitive 972

metric is proposed to compare different network topologies in 973

terms of their suitability for SDN deployment. In this work, 974

the orchestrator adopts Network Services Abstraction Layer 975

(NSAL) [64] to query the network topology and trigger recon- 976

figurations. NSAL is a vendor and device-neutral abstraction 977

layer, the reconfigurations are translated to device-specific 978
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configuration commands and placed in the queues of the979

devices. The simulation results proved that even a small980

number of inflexible legacy devices can severely reduce the981

maximum reconfiguration rate of the entire network.982

Feng et al. [65] deploy an intra-AS Source Address983

Validation (SAV) protocol which is used to prevent spoofing984

attack in the China education and research network 2. Based985

on a common commercial router, the authors design and imple-986

ment an OpenFlow-enable open router, called OpenRouter.987

OpenRouter adds lightweight control layer modules to set up a988

datapath and send sampling packets to an external OpenFlow989

controller. In this solution, the OpenFlow protocol is extended990

for routing notification and packets sampling. After process-991

ing, the OpenRouter receives the extended OpenFlow message992

from the controller. Finally, the control layer module analyzes993

this message and converts it into a command that supported994

by the underlying forwarding module.995

B. Hybrid Southbound Interface996

SDN southbound interface has a variety of standards [16],997

typically OpenFlow. OpenFlow1.1 defines OpenFlow hybrid998

switches with both OpenFlow and normal Layer 2999

switch functionality. The OpenFlow specification supports1000

“OpenFlow-hybrid mode” since OpenFlow1.3. It defines two1001

classifications of switches, which are OpenFlow-only switches1002

and OpenFlow-hybrid switches. Forwarding decisions on1003

OpenFlow-only switches are completely determined by the1004

controller, while OpenFlow-hybrid switches support both1005

OpenFlow and legacy protocols (e.g., spanning-tree, OSPF)1006

via a traditional networking pipeline. The OpenFlow1.3 spec-1007

ification adds support for “OpenFlow-hybrid mode” via the1008

proposed “NORMAL port” action, which instructs switches1009

to forward the packet based on the traditional networking1010

pipelines. The drawback of this approach is obvious, these1011

protocols are still for switches that at least support OpenFlow.1012

For making use of existing hardware where possible, the1013

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defines another set of1014

southbound interface “I2RS” [67]. The purpose of I2RS is to1015

integrate routing based on traffic, policy, application, time cost,1016

network status and external events, while taking full advantage1017

of the existing software. In the existing technology, the most1018

common way to implement I2RS is to implement an agent in1019

the user space of the operating system that is installed by the1020

routing device. I2RS agent can communicate with one or more1021

I2RS clients running on the application. It gathers information1022

about the user and kernel space in the routing operating system1023

and then forwards it to the external SDN controller.1024

Due to the heterogeneity of a hybrid SDN network, when1025

deploying an SDN switch, manual configuration may intro-1026

duce the risk of human errors and extra operational costs.1027

Katiyar et al. [68] focus on automating SDN switch instal-1028

lation solutions. They propose a DHCP-SDN protocol as the1029

extension of DHCP to provide the configuration of new SDN1030

switches. The authors first observe that in a hybrid network,1031

it is not always possible to ensure the reachability between1032

the new SDN switches and the original controller. Then,1033

the proposed Switch Locator will locate SDN switch in the1034

network and the intermediate switches will be configured by 1035

the Intermediate Switch Configurator to connect with the new 1036

added SDN switch. Finally, the extended DHCP server can 1037

react to the DHCP discover message and configure the newly 1038

introduced SDN switches by DHCP-SDN. 1039

C. Hybrid IP/SDN Node 1040

Researchers can implement a SB hSDN network by adding 1041

support for legacy networks in some SDN switches. 1042

Open Source Hybrid IP/SDN (OSHI) [69] node includes 1043

an SDN Capable Switch (Open vSwitch (OvS) [96]), an IP 1044

forwarding engine (Linux kernel IP networking) and an IP 1045

routing daemon (Quagga [49]). The IP forwarding engine is 1046

connected to a set of virtual ports of the SDN Capable Switch 1047

(SCS), and the SCS connects to the physical network interface 1048

that belongs to a hybrid SDN network. The SCS and the IP 1049

forwarding engine are connected by the internal virtual ports, 1050

which are implemented through the virtual port module in 1051

OvS. For the purpose that the IP routing engine only needs 1052

to calculate the routes according to the virtual ports without 1053

considering the physical ports, each physical port is con- 1054

nected to a corresponding virtual port of the network. The SCS 1055

classifies regular IP packets and fine-grained SDN-controlled 1056

packets. So that regular IP packets will be transmitted from 1057

the physical ports to the virtual ports, and these packets can 1058

be processed by the IP forwarding engine in IP routing dae- 1059

mon. In this solution, controllers and switches do not have 1060

to translate the IP routing table into SDN rules. The draw- 1061

back is that the packet to be forwarded by IP routing will 1062

traverse the SCS switch twice, which may bring performance 1063

degradation. 1064

Sharma et al. [70] propose an integrated network man- 1065

agement and control system (iNMCS), and validate it by 1066

implementing four novel management use cases. iNMCS com- 1067

bines several legacy network management functions which 1068

implies that traditional network management tools and new 1069

SDN controllers can interact and operate on the same network. 1070

In this architecture, policy manager provides the interface 1071

for specifying network requirements and the control decision 1072

engine translates the policies specified by the network opera- 1073

tor to various OpenFlow-based actions. The flows that need to 1074

adhere to service requirements are forwarded to the controller 1075

by the hybrid IP/SDN switches, whereas other flows are still 1076

handled by legacy protocols. 1077

Hybrid switch that includes legacy functions (non- 1078

OpenFlow enabled switches) and an OpenFlow compatible 1079

data plane is now commercially available, called Dual Switch. 1080

These switches are OpenFlow hybrid switches that can make 1081

data plane forwarding decisions independently of the con- 1082

troller. For example, Huawei installs the Huawei Enterprise 1083

Network Processor (ENP) chip on their switches to support 1084

all the network protocols and SDNs and provide a large- 1085

sized OpenFlow table [28]. Accordingly, Huawei designs a 1086

Smart Network OpenFlow Controller (SOX) for controlling 1087

hybrid SDN networks. However, Dual Switch is a simple 1088

combination of legacy switch and SDN switch, where SDN 1089

mode and legacy mode cannot take effect at the same time. 1090
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RELATED WORK BY DEPLOYMENT WAYS, PARADIGM MODEL [1], SWITCH, USE CASE, EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH, KEY IDEA

Xu et al. [71] propose a way to implement a hybrid switch.1091

When the switch receives a packet, it looks up the forwarding-1092

table and switch/routing table in parallel. If a matching entry1093

does not exists, the destination MAC address will be reported1094

to the controller. Most flows follow the traditional paths,1095

while large flows may be redirected by the controller. The1096

framework decreases the overhead of TCAM resources by1097

reducing the number of forwarding rules, which is more effi-1098

cient than adopting wildcard rules or redesigning a novel1099

datapath architecture in an SDN network [97].1100

D. Hybrid SDN in Mobile Networks 1101

Existing mobile network protocols emphasize on the dis- 1102

tributed deployment of network resources, while SDN frame- 1103

work concentrates on centralized control. Therefore, it is a 1104

challenge to apply SDN design into mobile networks. 1105

Poularakis et al. [72] implement a hybrid SDN prototype 1106

in a smartphone. The authors propose two methods to inte- 1107

grate SDN and distributed control planes. The first way is the 1108

dynamic migration of control protocol by using a distributed 1109

routing protocol “as a backup”. When the network changes 1110
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF OPTIMIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT STRATEGY

such as link or node failures, mobile devices can automat-1111

ically change their forwarding behavior from OpenFlow to1112

distributed routing protocols. The second way is the cluster-1113

based hierarchical control. By allowing a set of nodes to work1114

together as one cluster and determining routes independently1115

of other nodes, the SDN controller can only focus on the guid-1116

ance of routing from one cluster to another. The proposed1117

smartphone framework includes an OvS software [96] and a1118

local software agent. With OvS, a smartphone becomes a vir-1119

tual switch that is similar to an OpenFlow switch. The agent1120

is designed to maintain the distributed protocol, synchronize1121

network states with other nodes, and calculate routing paths.1122

In Table II, we provide a summary of all mentioned1123

deployment methods and their characteristic proposed for each1124

research work in hybrid SDN networks.1125

V. HYBRID SDN NETWORK DEPLOYMENT AND1126

OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY1127

When considering traffic engineering solutions, a hybrid1128

SDN network can adopt similar approaches proposed in a1129

pure SDN network. In this section, we focus on optimization1130

solutions and related deployment algorithms in hybrid SDN 1131

networks. In Table III, we provide a summary of the 1132

problem/goal and the solution proposed for each research 1133

work. Based on this table, we will discuss related works from 1134

the following aspects: the traffic engineering in hybrid SDN 1135

networks (i.e., the optimization of link utilization and load bal- 1136

ancing, saving network resources), the optimization of network 1137

control capacity, and the protection of network security. Fig. 9. 1138

gives an overview of these optimization strategies. 1139

A. The Traffic Engineering in Hybrid SDN Networks 1140

The global centralized control and programmability of the 1141

network behavior provide effective features to support traffic 1142

engineering in a pure SDN network. In a hybrid SDN network, 1143

it is possible to apply some comprehensive traffic engineer- 1144

ing solutions because the splitting ratio of the flows on SDN 1145

switches is arbitrary. Researchers need to choose appropri- 1146

ate migration sequence to maximize the profits of centralized 1147

control, which includes various optimization algorithms. These 1148

algorithms can be applied not only to the deployment of hybrid 1149

networks, but also to other network optimization strategies. 1150
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Fig. 9. The objectives of optimization strategies.

For example, the migration solutions could be extended to1151

i) find appropriate locations for the middlebox in the traditional1152

network to achieve fine-grained control over the network [98];1153

ii) solve the AP placement problem in the wireless networks1154

to meet the energy requirements [99]; iii) improve the resource1155

utilization in data centers by solving the VM replacement1156

problem [100].1157

1) The Optimization of Link Utilization: In B4 network [3],1158

by splitting flows among multiple paths, the centralized traffic1159

engineering service brings the link up to nearly 100% utiliza-1160

tion. The hybrid network is excepted to approach this utiliza-1161

tion, so we summarize optimization algorithms according to1162

different network models and topology parameters.1163

The minimization of the maximum link utilization:1164

Agarwal et al. [73] establish a hybrid SDN network model and1165

propose a related full polynomial time approximation algo-1166

rithm (FPTAS). The purpose of the study is to develop an1167

SDN deployment framework that can be used to minimize the1168

maximum utilization of the links with different traffic patterns.1169

For simplicity, the weight setting of links is fixed, the network1170

topology and the locations of SDN switches have been deter-1171

mined in advance. The full-polynomial time approximation1172

algorithm is superior to the traditional standard linear pro-1173

gramming in time and space complexity. In order to obtain a1174

better “given network state”, the authors used random selec-1175

tion and greedy solutions to further determine the deployment1176

location of the SDN switches.1177

Guo et al. [74] focus on how to optimize the OSPF weight1178

setting to balance the traffic coming out of the legacy switches.1179

The authors advocate that the splitting ratio of the SDN1180

switches and the weight setting of the links can both be1181

adjusted at the same time. The legacy switches that adopt1182

OSPF protocol will forward the traffic from the specific port1183

due to the change of the link weight. Therefore, for the goal of1184

minimizing the maximum utilization of all links, the authors1185

propose the SDN/OSPF Traffic Engineering (SOTE) algo-1186

rithm. The algorithm dynamically changes the weight of each1187

link and then calls the SDN node optimization function to cal- 1188

culate utilization in each iteration. At the end of all iterations, 1189

the link utilization, the weights of each link, and the behavior 1190

of SDN switches can be derived. 1191

Caria et al. [78] propose a similar solution about chang- 1192

ing link weights. In their work, SDN switches divide the 1193

initial OSPF domain into sub-domains, and LSA altering is 1194

adopted to change the routing between sub-domains. The 1195

authors observed that there are some limitations to the goal 1196

of minimizing the maximum link utilization. For example, in 1197

case of a heavy loaded link at the beginning, the optimization 1198

method may not yield a feasible solution. In their work, 1199

each link is associated with a cost based on its real uti- 1200

lization, and the objective of the proposed Integer Linear 1201

Programming (ILP) model is to minimize the total cost in the 1202

hybrid network. Comparing with SOTE, this evaluation strat- 1203

egy is more flexible than just focus on minimize the maximum 1204

utilization. 1205

Wang et al. [75] propose a generic traffic engineering 1206

approach that complies with the forwarding characteristics and 1207

capabilities of SDN and distributed routing. They are the first 1208

to take into account the differences between legacy switches in 1209

order to minimize the maximum link utilization. The designed 1210

approach supports both traditional single path and multipath 1211

routing protocols in legacy switches. More specifically, this 1212

approach considers the flow-level and packet-level multipath 1213

forwarding on legacy switches, and describes their restrictions 1214

on forwarding. The traffic engineering algorithm in this paper 1215

is similar to [73] and [74], which is also based on FPTAS. The 1216

evaluation results confirm that, with 70% deployment of SDN 1217

nodes, the hybrid forwarding with traffic engineering could 1218

achieve as much throughput as a full SDN. 1219

Existing hybrid traffic engineering approaches primarily 1220

focus on changing traffic splitting weights, Wang et al. [77] 1221

detect that the effectiveness of traffic engineering in hybrid 1222

SDN networks strongly depends on both the next-hops and 1223

traffic splitting ratios on SDN switches. They are innovative 1224
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in considering the next-hops construction. In the research, the1225

authors first construct forwarding graphs with consistent and1226

potentially high throughput for effective traffic engineering,1227

while maintaining forwarding consistency. Then, a heuristic1228

forwarding graph algorithm that constructs forwarding graphs1229

for flows is proposed to reduce the traffic engineering over-1230

head. Finally, they calculate the traffic distribution based on1231

the forwarding graphs with linear programming. Experimental1232

results show that the algorithm achieves higher throughput and1233

better load balancing than other forwarding graph construction1234

method, especially during the early SDN upgrade period with1235

less than 40% SDN deployment.1236

The traffic engineering in barrier mode: He and Song [76]1237

are the first to propose traffic engineering in barrier mode,1238

which is adopted to forward traditional traffic and SDN traf-1239

fic in distinct overlay networks. In order to pass SDN traffic1240

through legacy switches, a destination based forwarding and1241

traffic aggregation routing protocol is defined in this paper,1242

so the routing table in legacy switches is modified to sup-1243

port the programmable flow splitting. For the same purpose1244

of minimizing the maximum link utilization, the problem is1245

formulated as an ILP problem that can be solved by CPLEX or1246

fast algorithms with approximate guarantee. Barrier mode is a1247

conservative development method, because traditional network1248

will not be influenced by new techniques, while the rough1249

isolation may lead to the potential underutilization.1250

The selection of migration sequence: The above solutions1251

optimize the utilization of the network when the hybrid1252

network is basically deployed and the location of SDN1253

switches are determined. Intuitively, if SDN switches are1254

located at the edge of the network or only adjacent to few1255

devices, this switch may only control and distribute little traf-1256

fic. Hence, it is relatively difficult to bring more benefits to the1257

entire network, and it is essential to decide the best location1258

for SDN deployment.1259

Caria et al. [11] propose a novel two-stage migration1260

scheduling algorithm to decide which switches should be1261

replaced to increase as many alternative paths as possible. In1262

the first stage, the algorithm first analyzes the network topol-1263

ogy to find all paths that can be used for traffic engineering.1264

For these paths, the algorithm then identifies the switches that1265

must be SDN-enabled. In the second stage, for the purpose1266

of maximizing the number of alternative path throughout the1267

migration periods, the authors present an ILP model to deter-1268

mine the migration schedule. However, the model does not1269

consider the traffic issues in the network.1270

Guo et al. [79], [80] combine the node selection strat-1271

egy with the topology optimization algorithm to find the1272

node update sequence that minimizes the maximum link uti-1273

lization of the network. In order to accommodate uncertain1274

traffic, the authors combine the off-line weight optimization1275

for legacy switches with the on-line splitting ratio optimization1276

for SDN switches. When considering migration sequence, if1277

N nodes need to be updated, there are N! update sequences.1278

The search is exhaustive if the brute force algorithm is1279

used. Therefore, the authors choose heuristic algorithms, that1280

is, genetic algorithm searching (GAS) and greedy algorithm1281

searching (GDS), for optimizing migration sequence. After1282

each iteration, SOTE [74] algorithm is used to calculate the 1283

optimal link utilization of the network at this time. The result 1284

is used as the criterion to change the node update sequence to 1285

dynamically improve the network performance until the num- 1286

ber of iterations is reached or the expected target is satisfied. 1287

Furthermore, in the pre-processing phase of the experimen- 1288

tal data, the authors cluster historical traffic matrixs (TM) 1289

by using the k-means algorithm, and then computing the 1290

weight coefficient of every representative traffic matrix. When 1291

the algorithm optimizes the link weights, a larger weight 1292

means that its corresponding TM is more important. As a 1293

result, an expected TM can be obtained, which can display 1294

the average traffic in different traffic modes. This solution 1295

enables intra-domain routing to be robust to the changing 1296

traffic demands. 1297

2) The Economization of Network Resources: The flexible 1298

control capability of the SDN switches enables multiple links 1299

that are previously not available for forwarding. However, the 1300

increase of available links may cause the pressure in network 1301

costs. 1302

The analysis of deployment cost: The economic and bud- 1303

getary implications need to be taken into account when seeking 1304

the best deployment and optimization options. As mentioned 1305

in [11], when a key-node node is deployed as an SDN switch, 1306

it provides some paths that will candidate for traffic engi- 1307

neering while generating different deployment costs. It could 1308

be considered as a 0−1 knapsack problem. However, this 1309

model is too simple for large-scale and complex models, 1310

and more candidate links do not necessarily bring the best 1311

performance [82]. 1312

The reduction of energy consumption: For the pur- 1313

pose of reducing the unnecessary energy consumption, 1314

Wang et al. [83] aim to find minimum-power network subsets 1315

in a hybrid SDN network. They advocate that the power con- 1316

sumption of legacy devices cannot be altered and the controller 1317

can only manage the SDN switches. The power consumption 1318

of SDN switches plus the link connected to it is equal to the 1319

total power consumption. On this basis, the authors develop a 1320

new spanning tree algorithm to select the lowest-cost link sub- 1321

set, ensuring that each link does not exceed the load and the 1322

network reachability is not destroyed. However, when the load 1323

is too heavy, too many overload links are generated during the 1324

calculation of the spanning tree. Hence, the process of adjust- 1325

ing these links is complicated, which results in delays and 1326

packet loss problems. Similar algorithms exist in the study of 1327

CDN networks, that attempt to shut down idle devices during 1328

off-peak hours [101]. 1329

Wei et al. [84] propose the hybrid energy-aware traffic 1330

engineering (HEATE) algorithm, which aims to reduce power 1331

consumption by determining the optimal setting for the OSPF 1332

link weight and the splitting ratio of SDN switches. The 1333

authors assume that operators expect they could aggregate 1334

traffic flow onto partial links and then turn off underuti- 1335

lized links to save energy. The solution is similar to the 1336

heuristic algorithm in SOTE [74], which tries to delete 1337

the minimum-utilization link in each iteration, and then 1338

move traffic from low-utilization links to high-utilization 1339

links. 1340
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Jia et al. [85] propose a more viable energy saving solu-1341

tion. In their work, the SDN switches reroute packets based1342

on multiple MPLS labels which take the forwarding ports of1343

switches. The latest OpenFlow protocol supports MPLS tech-1344

nology, the Push MPLS header actions can push new MPLS1345

headers onto the packet. When a new MPLS tag is pushed1346

onto an IP packet, it becomes the outermost MPLS tag, and is1347

inserted as a shim header immediately before any MPLS tags1348

or immediately before the IP header. SDN switches encapsu-1349

late multiple MPLS labels for each packet that indicate the1350

forwarding port numbers of switches. Energy saving requires1351

fine-grained flow scheduling to shut down switches and links.1352

An SDN switch achieves fine-grained flow scheduling by1353

encapsulating the MPLS labels of the forwarding information.1354

Thus, it can save energy by rerouting the flows to turn off the1355

idle links and switches.1356

B. The Optimization of Network Control Capacity1357

When the traffic in the hybrid SDN network passes through1358

an SDN switch, the controller may obtain the meta-data1359

through the packet-in message. In general, the route of traffic is1360

jointly decided by traditional distributed routing protocol run-1361

ning at non-SDN routers and the SDN controller. Considering1362

the factors that may affect the percentage of controllable traf-1363

fic, researchers mainly focus on the number of SDN switches,1364

the location and forwarding behavior of these switches, the1365

topology and the link weights of the entire network.1366

The maximum of controllable flow: In the case that the1367

number and the location of SDN switches are determined1368

in advance, Hu et al. [86] aim to find the maximum flow1369

that can be controlled by only tuning the forwarding behav-1370

iors of the SDN devices. The authors formulate it as a linear1371

optimization problem, and a full-polynomial time approxima-1372

tion algorithm is proposed in this paper. To ensure that the1373

link does not exceed the maximum load, the SDN switches1374

should direct traffic to the lower-load link while avoiding these1375

traffic through other SDN switches. In each iteration, the algo-1376

rithm computes the shortest controllable path between SDN1377

switches and other nodes. The simulation result shows that1378

when the network includes half of the SDN switches, all traffic1379

is controllable.1380

Operators may expect the controller to be able to control1381

all traffic in a hybrid SDN network, Ren et al. [87] advocate1382

that each end-to-end flow can be forced to traverse at least one1383

SDN switch. In their work, the forwarding process for each1384

flow is divided into two parts: i) from the source node to a1385

selected SDN switch, and ii) from this selected switch to the1386

destination node. Under this constraint, the authors formulate1387

the waypoint forwarding model and propose the flow routing1388

and splitting (FRS) algorithm to find the maximum link utiliza-1389

tion. FRS heuristically computes a most promising subset of1390

all the available paths, and jointly determining an appropriate1391

SDN switch as the waypoint for every flow. However, when the1392

percentage of SDN switches is low, if each flow is still forced1393

to traverse at least one SDN switch, it may lead to a high1394

price, and the network performance is even worse than tradi-1395

tional networks. The result shows that the initial performance1396

is poor compared to the method proposed in [74] that does 1397

not have the waypoint enforcement, while the performance is 1398

better when the proportion of migrated nodes exceeds 20%. 1399

The migration sequence and budget analysis: Similarly, the 1400

migration sequence and the budget limitation of SDN switches 1401

are also important factors that may affect the proportion of 1402

network controllable traffic. Jia et al. [14] aim to maximize the 1403

network control ability with limited budgets, and minimize the 1404

cost of migration while achieving full control of the network. 1405

The authors formulate it as the Weighted Set Cover problem 1406

and Minimum Weighted Vertex Cover problem, respectively, 1407

and propose a unified heuristic algorithm. In each iteration, the 1408

algorithm greedily selects the optimal location based on the 1409

number of flows and the cost of SDN switches while ensuring 1410

that the deployment cost is lower than the budget. 1411

Kar et al. [15] refine the network coverage model and pro- 1412

pose two evaluation parameters, Pcoverage and Hcoverage. 1413

The definition of the former is as long as there is an SDN 1414

switch in a path, the path is P-covered, then Pcoverage is 1415

defined by the proportion of these paths in the entire network. 1416

If 20% of the switches in this path are SDN switches, then the 1417

Pcoverage is 20%. Hcoverage refers to the percentage of SDN 1418

switches within the P-covered path. The purpose of the study is 1419

to maximize the coverage with budget constraint or minimize 1420

the budget with the coverage constraint. Two corresponding 1421

heuristic solutions, maximum number of uncovered path first 1422

(MUcPF) and maximum number of minimum hop covered 1423

path first (MMHcPF), are proposed in this paper. Compared 1424

with other algorithms, MUcPF requires 5% to 15% less bud- 1425

get to achieve the assigned Hcoverage target. MMHcPF is 1426

a consistent algorithm, the difference between the maximum 1427

Hcoverage and the minimum Hcoverage in MMHcPF is only 1428

20-30%. 1429

Essentially, strategies in [14] and [15] only take the bud- 1430

get as a simple constraint and do not refine cost models. 1431

Poularakis et al. [88] propose a refined and complex cost com- 1432

position function. Based on the general cost model, the authors 1433

focus on maximizing the programmable traffic that passes 1434

through at least one SDN switch and maximizing the flexibil- 1435

ity by increasing the number of alternative paths. The theory 1436

of submodule and supermodule is used to design the algorithm 1437

with provable approximation ratios. The authors observe that 1438

the interplay between the two objectives in the experience 1439

is that if one objective is optimized, another objective will 1440

naturally obtain a benefit. 1441

The above works mainly focus on the arbitrarily splittable 1442

flow routing in a hybrid network, which means the SDN 1443

switch can split the flow arbitrarily. However, when the size 1444

of the flow table is significantly less than the number of flows, 1445

the difficulty of flow table management will be increased 1446

due to the assumption of arbitrarily splittable flow routing. 1447

Xu et al. [81] add the h-splittable (h ≥ 1) restriction in 1448

each flow and introduce a novel incremental SDN deployment 1449

scheme, named duplicated deployment. Duplicated deploy- 1450

ment refers that new SDN equipment is placed “in addition” 1451

while not “instead of”, each SDN switches will be collo- 1452

cated with one legacy router. In this solution, anomalies in 1453

the SDN switches or SDN controller will not disrupt the basic 1454
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connections in the traditional network. As for deployment1455

strategies, the heuristic algorithm (MAX-k-SFD) is proposed1456

to determine the location of SDN devices under the budget1457

constraint. In each iteration, the algorithm selects the location1458

to maximize the number of new controllable flows. After the1459

deployment of SDN devices, the depth-first-search and ran-1460

domized rounding based algorithm, named MRHS, is proposed1461

to maximize the throughput, which has approximation ratio1462

O( 1
logN ).1463

For the same purpose of throughput maximization in dupli-1464

cated deployment scheme, Xu et al. [82] consider the budget1465

constraint that the amount of additional bandwidth and the1466

number of SDN switches should be limited. In order to1467

re-route flows at an SDN switch, additional bandwidth is1468

required on certain links. The authors formulate the problem of1469

throughput maximization under budget constraints as a joint1470

duplicated deployment and routing (DDR) problem, and an1471

approximation algorithm based on the traffic mapping and ran-1472

domized rounding methods is proposed. The algorithm first1473

solves the relaxed DDR problem and get the fractional solu-1474

tion, then rounds it to an integer solution. It is proved that the1475

approximation factor is O(log n) in the worst case and O(1)1476

under most practical situations for link capacity and flow-table1477

size constraints (n is the number of all switches).1478

C. The Protection of Network Security1479

In this section, we discuss some issues that may be encoun-1480

tered when considering the deployment of a hybrid SDN1481

network, including: safe updates of hybrid SDN networks, the1482

detection of network failures, the implement of traffic matrix1483

and the avoidance of link flooding attack.1484

1) Safe Updates of Hybrid SDN Networks: Because of the1485

potential conflicts between different control planes, updating1486

a hybrid network may lead to numerous forwarding incon-1487

sistencies. To update hybrid networks without losing traffic1488

or violating security policies, Vissicchio et al. [89] develop1489

provably correct techniques that enable consistency in: i) the1490

update of the SDN-controlled or the IGP-controlled forward-1491

ing paths, ii) the update when IGP-controlled flows become1492

SDN-controlled or the SDN-controlled flows become IGP-1493

controlled. During the hybrid network update, the authors first1494

prove that any end-to-end connection can be guaranteed (e.g.,1495

black-holes and forwarding loops can always be avoided),1496

while it is not always possible to guarantee the path consis-1497

tency (i.e., violating some security policies). Then, the Generic1498

Path Inconsistency Avoider (GPIA) algorithm is introduced to1499

compute the longest consistent sequence of FIB replacements1500

with no overhead.1501

Vissicchio et al. [90], [91] further extend the above method1502

and theoretically prove that the new method can be used in1503

topology-based hybrid networks. The router is defined with1504

a model that is general enough to capture all kinds of con-1505

trol planes. This model is independent of the path calculation1506

algorithm used for forwarding and the header field used for1507

matching packets. On this basis, the control plane is divided1508

into FIB-aware (FA) and FIB-unaware (FU) based on whether1509

the forwarding entry is based on FIB content or not. Then,1510

the algorithm [89] is proved that it can be adopted in the FU- 1511

only control plane, which may be unnecessarily complicated 1512

for a strongly consistent FU update and cannot be adopted in 1513

the FA-Existence network. Finally, the authors propose that 1514

safe updates for generic networks can be achieved by com- 1515

bining the replacement and duplication of FIB entries. The 1516

replacement phase consists of the GPIA algorithm that men- 1517

tioned before. The duplication phase refers to duplicate the 1518

FIB entries that cannot be replaced without creating path 1519

inconsistencies. 1520

2) The Detection of Network Failures: Any network may 1521

encounter the link failure problem. When a link failure occurs, 1522

the legacy switches will automatically select the standby link 1523

for transmission in a traditional OSPF network. The channel 1524

between a traditional IP router and an SDN switch can be 1525

established in hybrid SDN network, so that when a legacy 1526

switch detects a link failure, it can immediately redirect traffic 1527

to SDN switches. After that, SDN switches will identify which 1528

link is failed according to original and tunneled IP headers, 1529

and controllers can help these flows bypass the failed node or 1530

link. The selected recovery paths will be installed as rules in 1531

the SDN switches that are on the corresponding paths. Hence, 1532

a single link failure problem can be resolved. 1533

Operators can find out the number of SDN switches they 1534

need when considering the single link failure problem in a 1535

hybrid SDN network. Chu et al. [93] formulate it as a binary 1536

linear programming problem and solve it through a heuristic 1537

algorithm with polynomial time complexity. Given the affected 1538

router and the destination hosts, the router should forward the 1539

packet to an SDN switch without using the failed link. For 1540

each failed link, the authors first find out all candidate loca- 1541

tions for SDN switches. Then, the algorithm will periodically 1542

select the location according to the number of failures that 1543

can be covered in each iteration. The algorithm ends when 1544

each link failure is covered. Furthermore, because of the global 1545

view of the controller, given the affected routers and destina- 1546

tion nodes, the algorithm is extended to minimize the max 1547

link utilization of the post-recovery network by choosing the 1548

optimal recovery path. Some related work [14], [88] try to find 1549

more selectable routing paths, which also make it possible to 1550

dynamically respond to link failures or link congestion. 1551

Markovitch and Schmid [94] propose a network archi- 1552

tecture, named SHEAR. In this architecture, the partially 1553

deployed OpenFlow switches divide the network into multiple 1554

loop-free domains. These switches located in loop-breaking 1555

locations are regarded as monitor points, which help the 1556

SHEAR controller to quickly detect and locate failures and 1557

provide traffic-engineering flexibilities. STP spanning trees are 1558

used by the controller so that no link failures are ignored. 1559

Specifically, SDN switches are responsible for each network 1560

domain and receive network updates through MSTP messages 1561

(BPDUs) . These updates will be forwarded to the controller 1562

so that the controller can locate the failure link and compute 1563

the affected traffic. The principle of the solution is that link 1564

failures will change the value of a root in the BPDU, and the 1565

controller can localize the failure between the expected root 1566

and the current root within the domain. Finally, the controller 1567
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will reroute the traffic according to the spanning trees or just1568

notify the network operator.1569

There are frequent link changes and new device additions1570

in the network, and the network policies configured at the1571

interfaces of switches may be violated. Amin et al. [92]1572

propose an approach that automatically detects the network1573

policies that are affected because of the topology changes,1574

called Auto-PDTC. This approach simulates the network-wide1575

and local policy at forwarding devices by using a three-tuple1576

and a six-tuple, so that the controller can obtain link status1577

information from all switches and then chart it. In the case of1578

topology changes, the graph difference algorithm is used to1579

auto-detect the changes, it constructs the search tree to verify1580

policy violation either exist or not.1581

3) The Implementation of Traffic Matrix: Traffic matrix is1582

widely used to monitor network status and prevent network1583

anomalies. A traffic matrix requires a significant amount of1584

monitoring equipment and network-wide configuration efforts,1585

which is not readily available in legacy IP networks. While1586

in an SDN network, SDN-enabled devices provide additional1587

byte counters for all individual entries in their forwarding1588

tables. Inspired by this feature, Medina et al. [102] aim to1589

augment the SDN-based traffic statistics with SNMP-based1590

throughput measurements, obtain and measure flows by tem-1591

porarily offloading them on IP backup links. A backup link1592

in addition to a regular IP link is easy to create and config-1593

ure, allowing the measurement by regular SNMP link byte1594

counters, which is vendor-independent and available in almost1595

every router. More specifically, a separate physical port on a1596

pair of IP routers is configured as a backup to an IP link. In1597

addition, the framework defines a set of ACLs such that the1598

flow in question can be distinguished from the remaining traf-1599

fic. As complementary, to minimize the total cost, the authors1600

propose a linear optimization model and a greedy heuristic1601

algorithm to determine the optimal measurement locations for1602

SDN switches and backup links.1603

4) The Avoidance of Link Flooding Attack: DDoS attack1604

such as Link flooding attack (LFA) may degrade or even block1605

network connectivity in the target area. The legitimate and1606

low-density traffic in LFA can hardly be distinguished in tra-1607

ditional networks. Wang et al. [95] present a framework that1608

can effectively mitigate LFA in hybrid SDN networks, named1609

Woodpecker. After the optimal selection of upgrading switches1610

based on the benefits (the amount of controllable traffic) of1611

upgrading a certain switch, the key is to find out the conges-1612

tion link and determine if LFA is happening. The detection1613

module in Woodpecker is implemented to find the congested1614

link. When the SDN switch finds that the traffic exceeds the1615

threshold, an alarm message will be sent to the controller.1616

The controller will install two flow-mod rules that match dif-1617

ferent ICMP messages to SDN switches. Then the controller1618

will inject ICMP packet to the SDN switch via a packet-out1619

message. The SDN switch will match and forward the ICMP1620

packet based on the normal rules, while the legacy switch1621

will forward the packet and decrease the TTL value or return1622

the ICMP reply message according to the current TTL status.1623

As soon as an SDN switch receives the ICMP reply packet,1624

the packet will be sent back to the controller. Based on the1625

received ICMP reply message from different SDN switches, 1626

the controller will locate the congested links. After that, a 1627

traffic engineering algorithm that aims to minimize the maxi- 1628

mum utilization of all links is enforced to mitigate this attack. 1629

Finally, if some traffic is too heavy to handle, the controller 1630

will instruct switches to discard some packets if the IP address 1631

of these packets always appears on congested links. 1632

D. Experiments and Simulations 1633

Most of the optimization strategies first find the problems 1634

that can be optimized or urgently needed to be solved in the 1635

hybrid SDN network, then formulate the network optimization 1636

problem, and design optimization algorithms or heuristics to 1637

solve the problem. Due to the special structure of hybrid SDN 1638

networks, there is no simple network simulation tool such 1639

as Mininet (a popular simulation tool for pure SDN) [103]. 1640

Therefore, researchers have adopted different methods to val- 1641

idate the correctness of assumptions and verify the efficiency 1642

of algorithms, as is described below. 1643

1) Simulation-Based Performance Measurement: Most 1644

works use numerical verification methods to prove the effec- 1645

tiveness of their algorithms. The commonly used implementa- 1646

tion process are to i) extract the traffic data set of the traditional 1647

network, and ii) put the data set into the algorithms to verify 1648

the performance using statistical methods [73]. The data set 1649

used in these experiments is generally from website topology- 1650

zoo [104] or rocketfuel [105]. In the assumption of many 1651

schemes, the SDN switch allocate traffic according to customer 1652

designed algorithms, while the traditional switch performs data 1653

packet forwarding according to traditional routing protocols, 1654

which is difficult to implement in real-life network. This is 1655

why most research works adopt the static simulation approach 1656

for verification. 1657

2) Real-Life Traffic-Based Performance Measurement: 1658

Some works do not assume the arbitrary allocation of traf- 1659

fic in SDN switches, hence use real-time traffic in their 1660

experiments [106]. In the experiments, Mininet [103] and 1661

SDN controller are the main components. In the Mininet, 1662

legacy switches are materialized as host nodes that run the 1663

Quagga software [49], while Open vSwitches act as SDN 1664

switches. The SDN controller is able to parse and respond 1665

to OSPF hello packets received and forwarded by the OvS 1666

switches [96] (through adequate OpenFlow rules installed in 1667

the SDN switches) and ensure the correct functioning of the 1668

adjacent OSPF routers. 1669

VI. USE CASES IN HYBRID SDN NETWORKS 1670

Vissicchio et al. [1] define four kinds of hybrid SDN models 1671

(i.e., TB hSDN, SB hSDN, CB hSDN and Integrated hSDN) 1672

according to the network service and usage scenario, each 1673

model has its potential transition use case and long-term design 1674

use case. As the extension to the deployment methods and 1675

optimization strategies that mentioned above, in this section, 1676

we summarize and analyze several representative applications 1677

and business cases related to hybrid SDN networks. Fig. 10. 1678

gives an overview of this section. 1679
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Fig. 10. Use cases in Hybrid SDN Networks.

A. The Interworking and Inter-Domain Routing1680

In the early stage of SDN, the most famous applica-1681

tion should be Google’s B4 network [3] and Microsoft’s1682

S WAN [4]. Specifically, Google selected SDN to transform the1683

interconnected WAN network (G-scale Network) between the1684

data centers, and has been fully transitioned to the OpenFlow1685

network. Before the full deployment, B4 network experienced1686

two hybrid deployment process. The first phase was completed1687

in the spring of 2010, the OpenFlow switch was added to1688

the network. However, the OpenFlow switch is the same as1689

any other non-OpenFlow devices in the network, except that1690

the network protocol is managed by the controller. The whole1691

network was still like the traditional network. The second1692

phase was completed by 2011, Google increased the size of1693

the network and began to use the controller to manage the1694

network, allowing the network to evolve to the SDN network.1695

In fact, Google promoted the idea of agile development and put1696

both SDN and traditional routing systems running in parallel.1697

SDN has a higher priority than traditional routing, so that SDN1698

can be gradually deployed to various data centers, allowing1699

more and more traffic to be transferred from traditional routes1700

to SDN framework. At the same time, if there is a problem1701

with the SDN, the SDN framework in B4 can be turned off1702

and return to the traditional routing approach. In this phase,1703

SDN switches are allowed to interact with traditional routing1704

protocols, and Google implements corresponding routing pro-1705

tocols as an SDN application. Even if the pure SDN framework1706

is fully implemented, the data center is inevitably required to1707

exchange information with external traditional networks.1708

Internet Exchange Point (IXP) is defined as a physical1709

network access point where different ISP can connect their1710

network and exchange BGP routes through this point. The1711

SDX-L3 [47] is the abbreviation for Software Defined Internet1712

Exchange Point - Layer 3. The traditional physical IXP routing1713

and traffic forwarding is based on the IP prefix. The SDX sup- 1714

ports rules that match multiple header fields, and each AS is 1715

allowed to adopt remote control over the traffic. Besides, the 1716

SDX integrates the virtual switch abstraction to ensure that 1717

ASes are not able to see or control interdomain routing out- 1718

side of their purview. Furthermore, there are some optimization 1719

models that update rules as soon as a policy or BGP route 1720

changes. SDX makes IXP more flexible and reliable. 1721

B. The Management of Traditional Devices 1722

The advantages of the HAL are especially reflected in 1723

the Software-Defined Optical Network (SDON) [6]. Due to 1724

the presence of the abstraction layer, it is possible to make 1725

the optical switches that do not support the SDN frame- 1726

work become those switches that can be controlled by the 1727

SDN controller [107], [108]. OpenFlow in Europe Linking 1728

Infrastructure and Applications (OFELIA) is one of the impor- 1729

tant applications in optical networks. In order to allow optical 1730

switches to get rid of the shortcomings of not supporting 1731

OpenFlow, researchers assign agents for these optical switches. 1732

Similar to the deployment of HAL, the agent can make 1733

a connection with the controller, collect the state of the 1734

underlying layer and connect to the optical switches in the tra- 1735

ditional way. Based on the OpenFlow agent, Hybrid GMPLS- 1736

OpenFlow [109] solution and Pure Extended OpenFlow [110] 1737

solution are presented in OFELIA. In the first solution, the 1738

standardized GMPLS control plane is reused to offload the 1739

OpenFlow controller from the complexity of circuit switch- 1740

ing. In the second solution, the OpenFlow agent is used to 1741

exchange the configuration with the network elements and 1742

SDN controllers through the management interface and the 1743

extended OpenFlow protocol, respectively. 1744

Hybrid SDN could be further utilized in the VNF and cloud 1745

computing service. HybNET [31] is suitable for virtualized 1746
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network management service. If the operator needs to apply1747

for a new VM, the configuration requirements along with1748

the user information will be passed from the API to Hybnet.1749

Researchers integrate HybNET with OpenStack. Specifically,1750

it works in term with Neutron (the network service manager of1751

OpenStack) to provide the hybrid network management func-1752

tion. Hybnet provides the tenants to modify, add, and delete1753

virtual machines as well as achieve network isolation.1754

Choi et al. [111] implement a hybrid middlebox, named1755

Software-defined Unified Monitoring Agent (SUMA). SUMA,1756

as an intelligent switch-side inline middlebox, is located1757

between OpenFlow switches and controllers. It provides man-1758

agement abstraction between SDN controllers, traditional1759

NMS, and SDN switches by collecting traffic statistics in the1760

background, monitoring network events, filtering and aggregat-1761

ing incoming packets. SUMA reduces the monitoring overhead1762

of the controller, and the authors believe that it can be deployed1763

as an important component of an efficient SDN deployment.1764

C. Edge Computing in Hybrid SDNs1765

Edge computing is a way to simplify traffic from IoT1766

devices and provide real-time local data analysis. SDN con-1767

centrates the network intelligence at the controllers, thus1768

avoiding edge devices performing complex network activi-1769

ties. Therefore, the control mechanism provided by SDNs can1770

reduce the complexity of the edge computing architectures by1771

bringing a novel approach to utilizing the available resources1772

in a more efficient manner [112]. Hybrid SDN network can1773

accelerate the process of the complexity reduction, because1774

some edge computing service (i.e., video streaming, inten-1775

sive computation) deployed in pure SDN can also be partially1776

implemented in hybrid SDN network(cite). For example, a1777

mobile user sends a service request to one of the cloudlets1778

in the vicinity. Before the request is accomplished by the1779

server, the user is authenticated to another network by chang-1780

ing its location. In hybrid SDN, the controller can track this1781

movement with its ability to discover the topology and get1782

the necessary information about the new location of the user,1783

such as its recently assigned IP address. This allows service1784

responses to be reached to the user by adding new flow rules1785

to the switches on the path. During this entire process, the user1786

is not aware of the operations occurring within the network,1787

and the user experience is not interrupted.1788

D. The Experimental Platform and Simulation Tools1789

With a reliable a simulation platform, network operators1790

can clone their network architecture into an emulated environ-1791

ment and then estimate the impact of changes in the network1792

to its existing architecture. By installing Quagga [49] and1793

running the corresponding routing protocol, operators could1794

use a common PC simulation to support existing mainstream1795

routing. Mininet [103] can simulate the network host, and1796

support OpenFlow switches, controllers, links, suitable for1797

simple network topology simulation. These two tools are the1798

most commonly used simulation tools in traditional networks1799

and SDN networks. MiniNext [66] combines Quagga [49]1800

with Mininet to implement a tool that can build a simple1801

hybrid SDN network simulation platform. This platform can 1802

simulate a hybrid network that includes traditional IGP and 1803

SDN technologies. In this way, even a laptop can simulate a 1804

hybrid SDN network with hundreds of nodes, and these nodes 1805

can be interconnected with real-world networks. Unlike the 1806

large-scale hybrid network simulation tool [54] that special- 1807

izes in the creation of network graph, the measurement of 1808

convergence time and loss rates, and the visualization of rout- 1809

ing changes, MiniNext focuses on simulating the operating 1810

environment and provides low-level APIs. 1811

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 1812

The purpose of this survey is to provide researchers who 1813

are active in or interested in the field of hybrid SDN issues 1814

with an overview of the state-of-the-art, including hybrid SDN 1815

models, deployment solutions, optimization strategies and dif- 1816

ferent use cases. We pay special attention to control plane 1817

and data plane deployment solutions as well as optimization 1818

strategies that aim to improve the network performance and 1819

ensure consistency. We also summarize some common issues 1820

in the hybrid SDN network, including underlying protocols, 1821

topology discovery, and hybrid SDN models. 1822

According to our understanding, there are some gray areas 1823

which need to be identified and properly addressed before 1824

hybrid SDN networks are commercially deployed, which con- 1825

stitute several future research directions, as presented below. 1826

1) Security Issues in Deployment Solutions: Security is 1827

not considered as part of the initial design while it must be 1828

built as part of the long-term hybrid SDN network architec- 1829

ture. Researchers could pay more attention to migrate some 1830

security solutions to the hybrid SDN networks. For example, 1831

SDN data plane configuration checkers such as Anteater [113] 1832

and Header Space Analysis [114] can be extended to hybrid 1833

SDN networks, increasing the scalability of these deployment 1834

solutions. 1835

2) Optimization Strategies for Real-Life Traffic: As for 1836

optimization strategies, most of the current optimization algo- 1837

rithms do not fully consider the real-life situations. For 1838

example, the selection of traffic data sets does not take into 1839

account the impact of different time periods (peak and off-peak 1840

hours), and the assumption of switch deployment costs is too 1841

simple. In the future, researchers can investigate complex bud- 1842

get models, add special constraints (i.e., some switches must 1843

migrate or can not migrate), adapt to multiple network environ- 1844

ments, and adopt the neural network, Markov Approximation 1845

algorithms or data mining methods to solve complicated and 1846

real-time optimization problems [80]. 1847

Based on these optimization strategies, operators can pro- 1848

vide some practical services in the future. For example, 1849

CDN is used to bring the content closer to the user to 1850

decrease latency and maximize throughput. During this pro- 1851

cess, CDN providers have to optimize the assignment of 1852

end-users and surrogates according to the load information 1853

in the network [115]. The hybrid SDN framework can accel- 1854

erate the assignment for CDN providers by utilizing its global 1855

view and programmable interfaces of the whole network. This 1856

is because in hybrid SDN, the controller can redirect some 1857
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traffic between client and server, that is, redirect the traffic of1858

a given flow to an arbitrary node.1859

Using the traffic engineering strategies, researchers can1860

study how the SDN controller guides more traffic and ensures1861

load balancing. The CDN hybrid SDN service might need to1862

focus on the correctness of TCP socket migration and the1863

effective transfer of HTTP session in the complex network1864

environments.1865

3) Virtualization Services in Hybrid SDN Networks: NFV1866

is the best platform to reflect the commercial value of SDN,1867

and there have been many NFV projects on pure SDN. For1868

example, Flowvisor [116], a network slice service in pure1869

SDN, enhances transparency and isolation between network1870

slices by checking, rewriting, and managing OpenFlow mes-1871

sages as they pass through virtual network slices. Obviously,1872

the AS domain controlled by hybrid SDN frameworks can1873

also be part of these network slices. However, the combina-1874

tion of multiple switches may result in the degradation of1875

network performance. Therefore, in addition to considering1876

the unifying of different switches in the data plane, and the1877

implementation of the extended Flowvisor controller in the1878

control plane, researchers also need to consider the impact of1879

isolation services on overall network flexibility.1880

4) Practical Simulation Tools in Hybrid SDN Networks:1881

We discuss some simulation tools [53], [54] in Section III, but1882

these simulation tools can only be used to evaluate network1883

convergence time. We also summarize simulation solutions1884

for optimization strategies in Section IV, however, these solu-1885

tions are only suitable for specific experimental environments.1886

Section V describes a common simulation tool for hybrid SDN1887

(e.g., MiniNext [66]). However, it can only be used to test the1888

network connectivity. In order to obtain typical performance1889

metrics to verify if a hybrid SDN is successfully deployed,1890

more practical simulation and emulation tools are expected.1891

The challenges that need to be solved include i) these tools1892

should obtain full control over all traditional switches such1893

as SDN switches in the Mininet, and ii) evaluation criteria1894

among deployment strategies are different, thus, new simu-1895

lation tools need to provide reliable and unified data sets to1896

adapt to various experimental environments.1897
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